Installation - eDIN Enclosure

Pathway eDIN Enclosures are a great way to install your eDIN modules. Available in two sizes, eDIN enclosures can accommodate several modules and a power supply.

Model Description
1105 eDIN Small enclosure (1 qty. 4-way splitter and 1 qty. eDIN dimmer with 2 power supplies)
1106 eDIN Large Enclosures (3 qty. 4-way splitters and 2 qty. eDIN dimmers with 4 power supplies)

Specifications
Size:                      Small:  10.25" x  13.25" (260mm x  335mm)
                          Large:  10.25" x  23.25" (509mm x  335mm)
Depth:        4.5" (120mm)
Rail Space:    Small:  9.5" (240mm)
               Large:  19.5" (495mm)
Mounting:      Internal 35mm x 7.5mm DIN rail (included)
Power Supply:  eDIN 1001 or equivalent (not included)

ORDERING INFORMATION
Ordering Number: 80-DN E01-001-00 eDIN Enclosure small
                    80-DN E02-001-00 eDIN Enclosure large

Applications
- Mount opto-splitters, mergers and dimmers
- Multi-universe

Product Application
Plexineon & Hypnotica iS